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Abstract
This work studies the use of an ultrasonic 3D positioning system in multicopter
landing applications. Its aim is to develop a solution for autonomous landing of
rotary wings systems on mobile platforms, especially boat decks using the positioning system developed by the French startup Internest. First, the position sensing
algorithms will be improved so as to let them provide accurate relative position
measurements in moving reference frames. Then a first implementation of a control
algorithm based on PIDs will be considered, discussed and tested. Finally some
improvements will be studied, with the use of trajectory planning and feedforward
control, as well as the definition of a reference model. The whole work is led in an
industrial R&D context, with the aim of developing simple but effective solutions
that can easily be used in numerous applications, on a large variety of systems.

Sammanfatning
Det här arbete studerar hur man kan använda 3D positionering med ultraljud för
att landa multicopter. Målet är att utveckla en lösning för autonom landning av
olika system på mobila plattformar, i synnerhet på båtdäck, med en teknik som
utvecklats ett fransk företag, Internest. Först, lägesalgoritmnerna ska förbättras
så att de kan ge exakt positionsmätningar i rörliga referensramar. Sedan gjordes
en första implementering av lägesalgoritmen med PID som studerades och testades.
Till sist, implementerades och och förbättrades algoritmen med banplannering, feedforward reglering, och en referensmodell. Allt detta arbete är genomfört i ett industriellt sammanhang, med målet att utveckla enkla men effektiva lösningar som
kan användas i olika applikationer, med olika system.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

While the drone industry has been struggling to find relevant use cases and build
trust in the last decades, it is now booming, be it in the private or professional
sector. Leaders in the field such as DJI paved the many ways towards building robust multicopters used as professional and amateur photography devices, as well as
security, industrial inspection, package delivery, or agricultural tools. The military
applications are also numerous, and there is a large interest in multicopters from
armies and related industrials around the world.
Among all the different use cases in which drones play a critical part, some
key concepts can be highlighted. Most of them require autonomous devices with
the ability to fly to precise locations, repeat tasks, identify events, and conduct
complete missions from takeoff to landing. They must be able to adapt to nonideal conditions, such as bad weather (especially wind, rain, and fog), or uncertain
environments (static or dynamic obstacles, moving targets, ...). The most critical applications also need the drone to be highly resilient to signal losses (sensor
damages, interferences and perturbations, ...). These numerous constraints demand
that the drone be a complex assembly of many subsystems, from software to hardware and peripheral interfaces. Therefore, the drone industry does not consist in
drone designers, manufacturers and sellers only, but rather in a rich ecosystem of
companies developing frames and actuation solutions, autopilots, as well as sensors.
Even though the landing phase of a drone might seem the least complex task
of all it is in fact quite critical, not only for drones but for any aircraft. UAVs
can be required to precisely and autonomously land on small charging platforms,
or on a vehicle (truck, car, boat, ...). Moreover failing to land can usually mean
damaging or destroying the drone. This is why specific solutions are designed to
provide autonomous landing capabilities to drones.
Internest develops a local landing system (LoLaS) based on ultrasound ranging
that provides accurate (down to the centimetre) relative positioning data to a drone,
so that is able to know its position relative to a ground system (typically its landing
platform). On the basis of this relative positioning data, LoLaS is also able to take
control of a drone and lead it autonomously and safely from the air to the ground
platform it needs to land on.
The subject of this project is to work on the control algorithms that will be used
to perform this landing operations using LoLaS positioning measurements. It will
especially focus on the task of decking a moving boat or vehicle.

1.2

State of the art

Because of the numerous industrial applications as well as the technological challenges, there is a heavy amount of work on muticopter control. The effectiveness of
modern control techniques such as MPC [9] or Hinf control [16] has been thoroughly
studied and documented. They however remain much less used in flight controllers
than PID controllers, which can be explained [12] by the complexity and computa-
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tional costs that come with MPC, Hinf or other optimal/robust control techniques,
as opposed to the high adaptability and simplicity of PID controllers [19].
The problem of tracking and landing has been addressed in a variety of papers,
by relying on different sensing technologies that can be complementary (or not)
from GPS. Vision based applications are efficient [6] and the most numerous, but
technologies relying on infrared beacons have also been explored [13] (here for fixed
wings UAVs). Using RTK (Real Time Kinematics) GPS systems is also an option
but the performances are very dependent on the context [3] and the technology is
still based on the GPS network, which can be an issue when redundancy is key, as
well as for urban or indoor applications.
Ultrasonic position ranging is a solution among many others [14] to provide
position estimation of systems in GPS denied environments, or to work as an alternative to GPS in specific situations, as well as introduce redundancy in critical
applications.
A study of the research work that has been published on drone control indicates
that most of it was exploratory and aimed at evaluating the performances of a
variety of sensors and control algorithms to perform precise tasks. The development
of a system as a functional brick, that builds upon already validated tools such as
flight controllers, with an industrial perspective does not seem to have been much
studied. The present work will be directed that way.

1.3

Problem description

When trying to land a multicopter on a mobile platform, two stages can be identified. The first and most difficult one is the approach, during which the system must
get close enough to the landing area and accurately track its movements in order
to stay stable above it, before beginning the descent which is the final stage. In
this work, we will try to achieve accurate landing on mobile platforms by focusing
on the approach and tracking phase. While many devices already allow efficient
tracking, such as the ”Follow Me” modes implemented on many autopilots, those
modes rely on vision systems whose objectives are to keep the tracked object in the
field of view of a camera, for filming purposes. They also sometimes rely on simple
differential GPS measurements. The constraints and objectives are therefore not
the same as those that come with precision landing.
1.3.1

LoLaS

The aim of this study is not only to achieve accurate landing of a drone on a
mobile platform, it is also to do it using the relative positioning system developed
by Internest: LoLaS (Local Landing System).
System architecture This technology is based on the measurement of ranges
between beacons on the ground (which can be a vehicle roof or a boat deck), and
beacons fixed on the drone. The ground beacons (also called satellites) are ultrasonic
receivers, while the drone beacons are ultrasonic emitters. Therefore two different
systems can be defined:
7

 The onboard system (fig. 1 and 3) is the assembly of the two emitters with a
central board, mounted on the drone structure. The central board manages
the emitters as well as communication with the ground system and the flight
controller. It also has the function of power conversion and distribution.
 The ground system (fig. 2 and 3) is the assembly of the four ultrasonic receivers, arranged in the shape of a cross, connected to a board that centralizes
and synchronizes the ultrasonic range measurements. It is the unit that performs the computations to estimate the position, as well as the communication
with the drone system. It also provides an interface to broadcast the position measurements and other useful informations on the status of the whole
system.

Both systems are coupled through a radio link for communication.

Figure 1: Onboard system sub-elements: the drone central board (left) and one
drone satellite (right)

Figure 2: Ground system sub-elements: the ground central board (left) and one
ground satellite (right)

1.3.2

Adaptability

Another key objective of this work is to make sure that the solution is versatile
enough to become a market product. To that end, developing a bottom to top
8

Figure 3: System assemblies, ground (left) and drone (right)
control solution for a drone does not seem to be a pertinent approach, as it would
be tightly bound to the definition of a specific drone (quadcopter, hexacopter, ...),
and would demand a lot of effort that has already been invested into developing
the variety of flight controllers on the market. There also already is a large amount
of papers that deal with trajectory tracking [1], or position control [7] by starting
to establish a physical model of the multicopter. Focusing on the assembly of a
multicopter with its flight controller as a whole is therefore a different work that
builds upon previous developments in the world of drone control.
This means that the system that will be studied and controlled will generate
a position signal based on velocity inputs. The position signal will be measured
using LoLaS. Thanks to this definition, the study can be decoupled from the actual
drone, possibly sacrificing some performances in specific cases in order to gain in
versatility.
System interactions In order to develop a control algorithm based on a specific
system, one must at first consider how this system interacts with its environment.
The study of the system architecture shows that LoLaS can be split in two different
systems, that physically lie in two different environments. Moreover, the drone
(which includes its flight controller) is both the element to be controlled and a
physical support for LoLaS onboard system. It is therefore important to study how
it interacts with its environment too. The interaction diagram on figure 4 represents
how LoLaS as a whole and the drone system interact with their environments as well
as between themselves. The different sensors were included in this representation
as they are an input into the systems, providing them knowledge of their own states
and environment. The interaction diagram displays many sources of disturbances
that can have an impact on the drone and on LoLaS. With this picture in mind
it is possible to select on which disturbances this work will focus on, and what
will be knowingly left aside. While electromagnetism disturbances or mechanical
vibrations are not directly linked to the landing problem, obstacles, wind, as well as
platform rotations and displacements should be considered as possible disturbances
in our control problem. However considering all of them as a whole is not possible in
such a work. Moreover the problem of wind disturbances attenuation is a complete
problem by itself [17], and so is obstacle avoidance (and detection) [10]. On the
9

other hand, the platform movements (displacements and rotations) are disturbances
that are at the core of the tracking problem and cannot be neglected.

Figure 4: The interaction diagram of LoLaS and the drone system
This approach allowed to focus the problem and define the disturbances to
account for in the design of a controller. It is an important step as it has an impact
on the modelization of the control architecture and the interactions between the
components. Based on this analysis, it was possible to define a block diagram to
represent the flow of signals (control, input, disturbances, ...) and be the basis for
the simulations in this work, as shown on figure 5. The dashed blocks are elements
that will be considered as potential solutions.

Figure 5: The block diagram used throughout this work for simulation purposes.

Coordinate system The relative position measurement provided by LoLaS is
defined in a reference frame R1 that is linked to the ground satellites position, as
described on figure 6. The position is measured relative to the center of the cross
10

formed by the satellites, and the axes are defined by the satellite numbering. The
yaw angle of the drone is measured as the angle between the x axis of R1 and a
vector normal to the line joining the two drone satellites (going from 7 to 8 on figure
6).

Figure 6: Definition of LoLaS relative reference frame

1.4

Aim and delimitations

The idea behind this work is to design a viable solution that allow drones to approach and land on mobile platforms using LoLaS. While the state-of-the-art approach would be to work with a physical model of the drone to control, it seems
difficult to generalize it into an “off-the-shelf” solution that fits a wide range of
drones (from quadcopters to octocopter, lightweight or heavy, ...). The work will
therefore not rely on a physical model of a specific drone, and its scope will be
focused on the task of controlling a flight controller that has already been tuned
to control the end user’s drone. In some way it will be considered that the flight
controller is an encapsulation of the drone, that provides a high level interface to
its dynamics. The control algorithm should also be easily tunable, so that the end
user can make if fit its drone.
Moreover, while the use of other sensors than those available in LoLaS will be
discussed, the objective is to develop an off-the-shelf solution that should not rely on
unknown measurement sources. Therefore, only the relative position measurement
from LoLas will be considered, as well as the data from an IMU integrated in the
ground system (platform).
The overall work will have to fit with the constraints of a small young company,
that does not have the R&D means of larger industrial companies.
Because of the constraints previously described, the aims of this project must
stay humble. The objective will be to land on a boat or ground vehicle going at
11

speeds of maximum 5m/s (15-20km/h) with a small hexacopter (DJI F550) that
weighs approximately 2kg. The trajectories of those vehicles will not have to be
perfectly linear, and changes in direction (heading) will be considered. In the same
way, movements on the pitch and roll axes will be considered, so as to properly
considered the dynamics of a boat deck, or ground vehicle on an uneven road.

2
2.1
2.1.1

Method
Tools
Matlab and Simulink

Developing and testing new ideas on an embedded system can be very complicated
and slow as there are lots of technicalities unrelated to the core subject that need
to be dealt with. Matlab and Simulink are very useful tools to validate concepts
and compare them in a simple and well controlled environment. Indeed, the disturbances, delays and other issues can be put aside for the sake of focusing on
the essentials and therefore easily analyze and compare results. It is however very
important not to forget how far these tools are from reality and field applications,
and therefore not to spend too much time iterating in these environments before
moving towards methods that are closer to reality.
2.1.2

Software in the loop

In order to be able to test their algorithms in a safe environment before going on
the field, Internest has developed a simulation tool that can be used to test the code
that will be compiled and uploaded on the embedded system carried by the drone.
This tool uses Gazebo [11] for the physics environment, and interfaces it with PX4
(a widely used flight controller firmware) through the Mavlink protocol. The code to
be tested interacts with both systems, as it would in reality. This provides an useful
tool to be used a step between Matlab simulations and field testing, as it allows to
check the behaviour of the algorithm in a complex environment that integrates the
real code and protocols of the flight controller, latencies and disturbances, as well
as the complex dynamics of a drone.
A new module was developed so as to be able to simulate the ground system
displacements and study the behaviour of the drone, the performances of the control
algorithm and the impact of the parameters.
2.1.3

Multicopter

Structure Multicopters are structures on which are mounted a variable amount
of motors and propellers. Underactuaded systems can have three or four propellers,
but professional drones usually come with six or eight propellers, as it provides
better stability and allows higher payloads. Every propeller faces upwards and
generates lift when they spin. This allows the system to easily go up or down.
Horizontal movements are however harder to achieve as they require the drone to
pitch or roll in order for the aero dynamical resultant to be sideways. These attitude
12

angles can be generated by having the motors on one side generate more lift than
those on the other side, thus creating torque along the required axis. Therefore the
velocity control algorithms implemented in flight controllers rely on attitude (roll
and pitch angles) control to generate accelerations in specific directions.
Moreover, the yaw angle of a multicopter can be controlled by using the vertical
torque generated by the rotors. Indeed, in order for a multicopter to be stable,
opposite rotors spin in opposite direction so as to cancel out the other rotor torques,
as shown on figure 7. By controlling the differential rotational velocity of opposite
motors, the vertical torque at the center of the drone can be adjusted, which can
be used to control the yaw angle and the yaw rate.

Figure 7: Representation of the different efforts and degrees of freedom involved in
a drone dynamics
This short and simple explanation of the physics of drone flight shows that
drone attitude, velocity and position control is complex enough to be the focus of
a complete thesis work. In such a work, the above description of the dynamics of a
drone has to be put into equations, leading to a highly coupled MIMO system on
which an effective control solution has to be designed and tested.
Control Many elaborate control architectures have been developed (such as H∞ [16]
or MPC [9]) in order to achieve precise positioning of multicopters. However, the
most common and widely used control system is the one that is implemented in
off-the-shelf flight controllers. Chained PIDs are implemented [15] to control motor
torque, attitude, velocity and position, which makes it quite easy for the user to
tune his or her drone’s behaviour. The flight controller used in this work is PX4
running on a Pixhawk hardware. Both hardware and firmware are open source
projects available online.
Components While this definition of a multicopter would probably be the most
basic one, many components have to be added to it in order to make it controllable.
Some of those components are essentials for the flight, such as the BLDC motors and
their ESCs/drivers, or the battery. But the flight controller systems that usually
take care of the lower level control (below the attitude control) rely on different
sensors:
13

 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU): this type of sensor is often referred to as
a 9DOF measurement unit as it provides measurements and estimations of
accelerations, rotational velocities as well as angle measurement in all three
directions. This is performed using sensor fusion between an accelerometer, a
gyroscope and a magnetometer. Those units are so important in the internal
control algorithms that they often come with some redundancy (2, 3 or more
per drone)
 Barometer: This sensor is used to measure the altitude/height of the drone
based on atmospheric pressure measurements.
 GPS unit: This component provides global absolute horizontal positioning,
with a precision that highly depend on the satellite coverage, as well as atmospheric disturbances. The precision can be drastically enhanced (down to
the centimetre) by using RTK units [3].

While these components are those that now come as a standard, drone users
can integrate many other sensor technologies to enhance their flight performances.
The position data coming from the GPS unit being often too imprecise (down to
50cm at best, usually a few meters depending on the surroundings and the weather)
for applications such as those considered in this work, adding relative positioning
technologies to a drone can be a must.
2.1.4

Test benches

Six axis platform The development of a position estimation that was independent of the pitch and roll movements of the ground platform was tested and
validated thanks to a specific test bench. It consisted in a small 6-axes platform,
with a displacement range of a few centimeters and an angle range of ∼ 30°, which
was coherent with what needed to be tested. It was the parallel assembly of 6
crankshafts and rods linked to servomotors that were controlled by an Arduino Due
[2]. The rods were fixed to a plexiglas plate at their free end, that could therefore
be moved by the servomotors. The ground part of LoLaS could be mounted on the
plexiglas plate so as to move it as if it were on a boat deck.
The relationship between the 6DOFs of the plate and the angles of the servos
(between − π2 rad and + π2 rad) being difficult to establish, an iterative algorithm was
implemented in order to find the needed servo angles at runtime, based on the
desired plate position and orientation:
1. Given the desired position and orientation of the plate, compute the position
of the attachment points of the rods
2. Starting at − π2 rad, define an angle for each motor and compute the corresponding position of the rod-crankshaft attachment point
3. Compute the distance between the virtual rod-crankshaft attachment points
computed at the previous step and the crankshafts’ attachment points on the
plate.
14

Figure 8: The system that was used to test the roll and pitch correction of the
position estimation.
4. For each motor, if the computed distance does not match the actual length of
the rod, go back to step 2 and increment the servo angle.
The computations were efficiently performed on the Arduino Due at runtime.
Different movements could be implemented to generate pitch and roll angles and
evaluate the performances of the EKF. Even though the reliability of this test bench
in terms of position precision was quite bad as it heavily relied on the geometrical
characteristics of the system, this was not an issue because the ground part of LoLaS
was equipped with an IMU that provided a precise reference.
Rover The field testing of the guidance algorithm was performed using a remote
controlled rover. This was useful to evaluate the algorithms in real conditions before
testing them on a boat, which was costly and risky.
The setup of this system, or of the 6-axes platform, is a good illustration of
the huge gap between the simulated tests that can be ran on a computer and field
testing. Real tests are highly time consuming as setting up all the tools and the
environment requires almost as much work as the fundamentals of the project.

2.2
2.2.1

Theory
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

Kalman Filter When trying to estimate a signal sample based on a set of measurements that can be noisy, Kalman filters can be very useful. They aggregate
the raw measurements from the sensors coupled with a model of their noise, as well
as the knowledge of the system that is being measured in the form of a physical
model. All this information is used to perform smart guesses of the states that are
being measured. These filters are widely used to get position information based on
15

measurements from multiple sources. A typical implementation is to estimate the
position of a system by putting together the information from a GPS and the acceleration/rotational velocity measurements from an IMU. The fusion of these sensors
using a Kalman Filter provides more accuracy than the GPS alone [8], as the IMU
gives more insight on the dynamics of an object than the GPS. It is however well
known that drift comes from integrating the IMU acceleration measurement into
position data, and this is effectively compensated by the absolute position references
provided by the GPS.
The Kalman filter considers that the system evolves according to the state space
formulation described in equation 1, where xk is the true state at time k, uk the
control input, and Fk and Bk are respectively the state transition model and the
control input model. Uncertainty in the model is accounted for by the process
noise wk , that is modelled as a normal distribution centred on 0. Moreover, the
relationship between the measurement zk and the state to estimate is described in
equation 2, where Hk is called the observation model. Measurement noise is also
accounted for in an analogous manner thanks to the normally distributed variable
vk .
xk = Fk · xk−1 + Bk · uk + wk

(1)

zk = Hk · xk + vk

(2)

The algorithm can be divided in two steps: predict and update. In the predict
phase, the knowledge of the system and of the previous estimated states is used to
compute an a priori new state estimation x̂k,k−1 (estimation of xk based on the k −1
previous estimations), as described by equation 3. The update phase then compares
the actual measurements to those that would have been made if the true state was
the a priori estimation x̂k,k−1 , and the difference is used to compute the a posteriori
state estimation x̂k,k as described in equation 4, where Kk is the optimal Kalman
gain, calculated from the models of the process and measurement noise. Along with
the estimation of the state, the algorithm also estimates the error covariance of the
state estimation.
x̂k,k−1 = Fk · x̂k−1,k−1 + Bk · uk

(3)

x̂k,k = x̂k,k−1 + Kk · (zk − Hk · x̂k,k−1 )

(4)

Dealing with nonlinearities While the previous description of the Kalman filter
necessitates that the state transition function and observation function be linear,
the concept can be adapted to work with non linear functions. There are two main
adaptations of the Kalman filter that are designed to work with non linearities: the
EKF (Extended Kalman Filter) and the UKF (Unscented Kalman Filter). In both
situations, the problem is defined in state space form as in equation 5.
In the EKF, the state transition matrix Fk is the Jacobian of f around (x̂k , uk ),
and Hk the Jacobian of the observation function h around x̂k .
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On the other hand, in the UKF, the unscented transform is used to approximate
the distributions of the outputs of f and h, based on the distribution of x. These
approximations must still be Gaussian distributions, but because more points than
just the mean value are considered it is closer to reality [18].
ẋ = f (x, u) + w
z = h(x) + v

(5)

Position triangulation Computing the 3D position of a point based on a set
of distances is a highly non linear problem. The position estimation performed
by LoLaS is done thanks to an EKF whose states are the estimated coordinates
of the drone center, as well as its yaw. The input data consists of a set of eight
distances measured between two points on the drone and four points on the ground.
In this problem, the non-linearities are concentrated in the observation function,
and the state transition is set to the identity for simplicity. Moreover, the drone
is assumed to be horizontal, which is consistent at lower velocities. These hypotheses lead to the observation function described in equation 8, where z =
t
(dij ) = t (d11 , d12 , d13 , d14 , d21 , d22 , d23 , d24 ) is the vector of distances between emitter ei (i ∈ {1, 2}) and receiver rj (j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}). The receivers are considered to
be set in the shape of a cross of width D, and the emitters are installed at a distance
d
from the drone center (and d from each other). Receivers 1 and 3 respectively lie
2
on the positive and negative sides of the x-axis, while receivers 2 and 4 respectively
lie on the positive and negative sides of the y-axis, such that the z-axis points upwards. The plane z = 0 is supposed to lie on the ground and therefore only the
region of space {z >= 0} is accessible to the drone.

rj =

1−(−1)j
2
 1+(−1)
j
 2

·
·



D
2
D
2

(6)

0



x − (−1)i · r · sin(α)
ei = y + (−1)i · r · cos(α)
z
hij (x, y, z, α) =

ei − rj


(i,j)∈{1,2}×{1,2,3,4}

(7)

(8)

Pitch and roll compensation This formulation of Kalman filter works under
a few assumptions that are not critical when the position estimation is performed
relative to a fixed platform, but that can lead to large errors in situations where
the platform is mobile, as described on figure 9. In the estimator that was just
described, the position estimation relative to a point on a boat deck or the roof of
a vehicle is highly dependent on the pitch and roll angles of the platform. In those
cases, the position estimation quickly becomes too imprecise to be trusted. In order
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to be effective in such environments, accounting for the variable orientation of the
ground system is key. To that end an IMU was integrated in the ground system.
It provided accurate pitch and roll angle measurements at a 100Hz frequency [5],
which is 10 times faster than LoLaS position estimation.

Figure 9: Different platform angles lead to different raw distance measurement, and
different position estimation, while the center of R1 has not moved.
This data could be provided as parameters to the Kalman filter, so that it could
account for the displacements of the receivers in its calculations. The observation
function h described in equation 8 was therefore modified as shown in equation 9,
where ei is the coordinate of emitter i as described in equation 7, rj is the nominal
(no pitch and roll angle) position of receiver j as described in equation 6, and R is
the rotation matrix corresponding to the Euler angles provided by the IMU.
hij (x, y, z, α) =

ei − R · rj


(i,j)∈{1,2}×{1,2,3,4}

(9)

While this formulation of the Kalman filter accounts for the ground platform
pitch and roll angles, the simple analysis of the measurement process as described in
figure 10 shows that it will not provide optimal results. Indeed, the two ultrasonic
pulses from the two emitters on the drone are emitted at an interval of approximately 50ms. Therefore, the distances relative to emitter 1 are measured earlier
in time than the distances relative to emitter 2, which are measured earlier than
the time the position is estimated (at the end of the 100ms cycle). If the ground
platform is moving around its pitch and roll axes, this means that the distances are
measured in different configurations of the ground system.
A rough calculation shows that for a movement of +/ − 30° on the roll axis
at 1Hz, the platform has approximately moved of 3° between the two position
measurements, and even more between the first position measurement and the end
of the cycle. This shows that a substantial error (here 5% at worst) on the position
estimation can be induced by only considering a single IMU measurement, as in
equation 9.
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Figure 10: Timing diagram of LoLaS measurement process
As a solution, the 100Hz IMU data was buffered all along the cycle, and the
values corresponding to the two reception times were given as parameters to the
Kalman Filter, thus generating two different rotations matrices Ri corresponding
to the ground platform position at the approximate time the pulse of emitter i was
received. As a consequence, the observation function was modified as described in
equation 10.
hij (x, y, z, α) =
2.2.2

ei − Ri · rj


(i,j)∈{1,2}×{1,2,3,4}

(10)

PID Controllers

The choice and design of a controller heavily relies on the expected performances
in term of tracking error, speed, disturbance rejection, as well as computation cost.
PID controllers are widely used systems that have the strong benefit of simplicity in
terms of tuning, implementation, as well as theoretical understanding. They are also
controllers that do not necessarily rely on a model of the plant to be implemented.
For those reasons, using PID controllers for the position control of a drone with
LoLaS is an interesting starting point, both as a quick-to-implement solution for
testing on the field, and as a benchmark for future developments.
P, I, and D The PID controller generates an output control signal u(t) based on
an error e(t). The output signal is computed as shown in equation 11, on the basis
of three parameters (gains) that define its dynamics. The P (proportional) gain kP
defines how the controller reacts to an error at time t, simply based on its value
at that time. On the other hand, the integral gain kI and derivative gain kD let
the controller react to how the error is evolving through time. Indeed, the integral
part builds up with time, and is therefore very effective to counteract static errors,
while the derivative part let the controller anticipate by being more or less sensible
to the variations of the error.
Z t
de(t)
(11)
e(t)dt + kD ·
u(t) = kP · e(t) + kI ·
dt
0
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Causality While this definition works as a purely theoretical one, implementing
a PID controller on a real system demands some adaptations. Indeed, the derivative part of the PID controller is not causal and cannot be implemented as such.
In the frequency domain, this problem is easily spotted as the transfer function of
the derivative part has a pole deficiency of 1 (no poles and one zero). A standard
adaptation of the previous definition to account for this issue consists in low-pass
filtering the error before the derivative part (not before the integral or proportional
parts). For instance, in the frequency domain, an IIR low pass filter can be implemented as shown in equation 12. It is also possible to use other kinds of low
pass filters, and another commonly used solution, more practical in time domain,
is to implement an averaging filter. This is the solution that was retained for the
implementation of PID control.


KD · s
KI
E(s)
(12)
U (s) = KP +
+
s
1 + τD s
3D position control Multiple PID controllers can be used to control the position
of the drone in space. Assuming the lower level control performed by the drone flight
controller is efficient, the velocity inputs along the three axes (X,Y,Z of the ground
LoLas frame) can be assumed to be decoupled. Therefore 3 sets of 3 PID parameters
are enough to control the drone’s 3D position.
Another PID can also be added to control the yaw angle, but the signals must be
pre-processed in order to handle the non-linearities that come with the non-cartesian
definition of angles. Indeed, computing the angle error is not as straightforward as
computing a distance, as there are always two ways to go around the unit circle,
which correspond to two different errors 1 and 2 as defined in equation 13, where
α is the yaw angle setpoint and γ is the measured angle.
1 = α − γ
2 = (|α − γ| − 360) · sgn(α − γ)

(13)

In any configuration of α and γ, either 1 or 2 is the relevant error, as it matches
the shortest way to the setpoint. For instance, if α = 90°, and γ = 300°, then
1 = −210° (going counter clockwise), while 2 = 150° (going clockwise). It makes
more sense to go 150° clockwise. The following algorithm can be implemented:
1. If |α − γ| > 180:  = (360 − |α − γ|) · sgn(α − γ)
2. Else:  = α − γ
However, the situation α = γ ± 180° is unstable. Indeed, slight variations of α
around this point lead to sudden changes of the error from −180° to +180°, as shown
on figure 11. From a control point of view, this means that the system can have
unstable and dangerous dynamics around this point because of measurement noise
or setpoint variations. In order to prevent this, an hysteresis can be introduced in
the previous algorithm around the unstable region. The only consequence of this
hysteresis will be to make the yaw error computation algorithm chose the longest
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way instead of the shortest depending on the previous conditions, to avoid the large
discontinuity around the angle opposite to the setpoint. This should not affect the
control performances as in this region the measured angle is the furthest away from
the setpoint it can be, and the control algorithm will tend to keep the error close
to 0 by design.

Figure 11: Description of the problem with angle control, and the hysteresis solution
However, in this work the yaw angle in R1 will not be controlled and it will
be kept constant in R0 by the flight controller, so as to simplify the control task.
Moreover the yaw angle is not an important parameter in the task of landing a
multicopter.
Tuning There are many different methods to tune a PID controller over a system
whose model is unknown [4], and they are needed to define quantitative values of
the different PID parameters. However a qualitative analysis can also be performed
with proper understanding of the system and of the dynamics of a PID controller.
Before even proceeding to tuning, it can therefore be useful to understand which
parameters will be key, and which parameters will be less important, if not useless.
In the case of a PID controller that generates velocity commands for the plant
based on a position error, the integral part seems useless as there already is an
implicit integral in the control loop: based on an input velocity command, the drone
system generates an output velocity that leads to a position measurement. Moreover
an integral part would mean that the further away the starting point would be from
the setpoint, the larger the velocity command would be when reaching the final
point, leading to overshoots and oscillations. The I part of the PID therefore does
not seem relevant to this application, and a qualitative analysis would conclude on
a PD controller. The D part however can be very sensitive to noise and is generally
quite small for systems that have non negligible measurement noise, which is the
case with LoLaS ultrasonic range sensors. Therefore, the initial PID controller could
be reduced to a simple P controller.
However, this analysis does not account for disturbances other than measurement noise. Indeed, the position measurement performed by LoLaS is made relative
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to a ground platform, whose translational movements are considered as disturbances
in the system. The previous analysis does not work for those movements. Indeed,
assuming the ground platform is moving in a straight line at a constant speed, the
P controllers on the X and Y axes will not be able to make the drone catch up with
the platform and follow it. As shown in equation 14, where Vbase is the absolute
velocity of the platform,  the relative position error, and u the velocity command,
hovering over a platform in movement cannot be achieved with a P controller as
 = 0 would mean no control signal generated, and therefore a drone velocity of 0.
u(t) = Kp (t) −−−→ Vbase
t→∞

(14)

Simple P-controllers on the XY axes will therefore lead to a static error when
following a platform, and the solution lies in adding an integral part. In the case
of a PI-controller, the I part eliminates the static error and proper hovering can
be achieved. It is also interesting to split the roles of the P and I part in this
problem: the integral signal will stabilize at Vbase , thus taking care of the tracking,
while the proportional signal will be left in the same situation as in the static
case (no platform movements) and compensate for the position error in the relative
reference frame. Of course this last analysis in only relevant in the case of uniform
translational movements of the platform.
The qualitative analysis of the system and the internal dynamics of a PID controller has first led to the choice of a P controller, that would work when the ground
platform is still, and then to a PI controller when considering platform movements.
A first conclusion is then to try and implement a PI controller to study how it performs with a moving platform. However the two previous study are a first warning
that its adaptability to different velocities of the platform will be limited: in the
extreme case of a static platform, it has been seen that the I part is useless, and
will probably lead to overshooting and oscillations - most probably depending on
the initial distance from the drone to the platform center as the integral signal will
build up all along the way.
2.2.3

Trajectory planner

The qualitative analysis of PID controllers applied to drone position control based
on relative positioning measurements from LoLaS has shown that while simple P(I)
control might perform correctly, its adaptability relative to the disturbance that is
the movement of the ground platform might be critical. This criticity is illustrated
by the fact that an integral part will help catch up with the platform, but in the
case of a static platform, it will provide an additional velocity command that will
build up all along the way towards the platform and require some overshoot to build
down. Therefore it seems that a specific tuning of the integral gain Ki is needed
for each situation.
This comes from the fact that the PI controller is fed with an error that is
computed on the basis of the position measured at time t and the position the
drone has to go to. But the drone has to reach this position after some time,
not at time t. This nuance is not implemented into the PID, nor is the knowledge
of the speed at which the drone should go towards the platform, or how it should
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accelerate or decelerate. Somehow, the PI controller acts as if the drone should
teleport itself to the last position.
To solve this issue, one could be tempted to tweak the PI controller with functionalities such as anti wind-up or saturations to make it behave differently depending on the position of the drone. However this would let the PI controller perform
a job it is not meant to do. Indeed, by doing this one would be trying to implement
in the PI its own knowledge of how the drone should behave along its trajectory
towards the endpoint, which is not the kind of information a PI controller should
be handling, as it should simply compute a command based on an error.
A widely used solution to integrate this knowledge and constraints inside a
control algorithm is the implementation of a trajectory planner. Its function is
to generate a trajectory from a starting point to an endpoint, based on a given
acceleration, deceleration and cruise speed. At every time t the PI controller is fed
with an error that is computed based on the measured position at time t and the
position the drone is expected to be at time t, generated by the trajectory planner.
The job of the PI controller is then to make sure the drone follows the trajectory,
and no more to make it reach the endpoint.
Linear trajectory planner When no obstacles are considered, the simplest way
to define a trajectory between two points is a straight line. This trajectory is
therefore very simple in 3D and can be parametrized by a single parameter w(t) as
described by equation 15, where xf is the endpoint, x0 is the starting point, and
x(t) the position at time t. This trajectory is defined in R1 , independently of the
platform movements.
x(t) = x0 + w(t) · (xf − x0 )

(15)

This definition is practical as it decouples the spatial definition of the trajectory
(the path), and its definition as a function of time that is contained in w(t). This
parameter can then be chosen freely depending on the constraints on the acceleration, deceleration, cruise velocity, or even jerk. This choice can be performed on
the basis of the knowledge of the system to control, available control inputs, as well
as the desired behaviour. In this work a simple C 1 trajectory will be defined, and
generated from step variations of the acceleration ẅ(t). Three parameters must
therefore be defined to generate the trajectory: the acceleration a+ , the deceleration a− , as well as the cruise velocity vc . Three different phases can be defined in
the trajectory, as shown on figure 12:
1. The acceleration phase: at t = 0, a constant acceleration ẅ = a+ is set until
ẇ = vc
2. The cruise phase: ẅ = 0 and ẇ = vc . This phase will last more or less
depending on the parameters and on the travel distance.
3. The deceleration phase: ẅ = a− is set until ẇ = 0 at t = tf .
The duration of each phase is defined by the constraint w(tf ) = 1, which ensures
that x(tf ) = xf , as desired. For shorter distances, the second phase is bypassed as
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Figure 12: The three different phases of the reference trajectory
the system needs to break down before reaching vc in order to ensure ẇ(tf ) = 0
and x(tf ) = xf .
Using such a trajectory planner to improve the landing performances makes
sense as it theoretically allows the drone to have a smooth approach phase relative
to R1 independently of the platform movements. The PI controller’s role is then
simply to make sure the drone follows the trajectory until it is close enough to
the platform to hover/land, and keep it over it. The question of the integral part
is solved thanks to this tool as it will build up only in the situation it needs to.
Indeed, if the P controller does not manage to keep the drone on the trajectory,
for instance because the platform is moving, then the integral part will build up to
catch up with it. But it will not grow simply because the drone takes some time to
reach the endpoint. Following the qualitative analysis that was made when dealing
with PID controllers does not lead to the same conclusions about the integral part
anymore, thanks to the trajectory planner.
Advantages of planning More than just solving an issue that came with PID
control with platform movements, the trajectory planner is also beneficial as it
provides foresight on the reference signal. Indeed, the trajectory is defined as a
continuous function of time t, and defining it as a C 1 function means that it is
possible to extract velocity and acceleration references for control purposes. It is
important to note here that, while the concept of foresight usually needs to be
handled with care because of derivation processes that can introduce noise and
instability, in this situation no derivation is necessary as the trajectory is defined
through its first and second order derivatives, that are continuous (at least by part)
functions.
2.2.4

Model based feedforward control

Concept Feedforward control is, as opposed to feedback control, meant to provide
control signal on the basis of a reference signal, and not on an error that is computed
from a measurement of the system. If correctly designed, it has the advantage of
providing a phase lead as it does not wait for an error to build up to react. On
the other hand, it cannot attenuate disturbances or compensate for variations in
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the model as there is no loop, it blindly generates a control signal. However it is
possible to design it around a model of the system, so that it is able to generate a
control signal that would make this reference model perfectly follow the reference
input. It can therefore work in conjunction with the feedback loop (here the PI
controller) by quickly generating part of the control signal the PID would have had
to build up with time, thus leading to faster response time and more accuracy, as
the job of the PI controller is more focused on disturbance attenuation.
Model reference Considering the system to control can be modelled as a plant P ,
perfect control could theoretically be achieved by defining a feedforward controller
such as:
F = P −1
(16)
This however is difficult for complex plant models where P has uncertain and non
minimum phase dynamics. In the context of this work this is something to account
for, as one of the main constraints is to design a control algorithm that can be easily
used on a wide range of drones, whose dynamics can be quite different. Therefore
trying to design a complex feedforward controller that matches a drone dynamics
seems counter productive for this work. However equation 16 is not a generic rule
for the design of feedforward controllers, and it is still possible to implement it on
the basis of a simplified plant model P .
Considering a first order model of the plant, such as defined in equation 17 in
the frequency domain, the feedforward controller cannot be defined as P −1 as it
would not be causal. However, this model can also be written in the time domain,
such as shown in equation 18. Based on this equation, it is therefore possible to
reverse the problem and compute the control signal u that is needed to make the
plant P follow a velocity reference vref .
P (s) =

Kplant
1 + τd · s

vdrone + τd · v̇drone = Kplant · u

(17)
(18)

However, the computation of v̇ref is what makes the inversion of the plant in
the frequency domain impossible, as this derivative cannot be computed without
foresight, and can also lead to a high level of noise in the control signal as well as
instabilities.
Association with trajectory planner As it was discussed about trajectory
planning, one of its advantages is that it provides foresight on the reference position
evolution, by defining the velocity and acceleration at time t. Therefore v̇drone does
not need to be computed through derivation if a trajectory planner is used to
provide a trajectory reference, as it is directly made available for any time t. The
time domain equation defining the feedforward controller can therefore be written
as in equation 19.
Kplant · u = vref + τd · aref
(19)
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2.2.5

System modelization

One of the objectives of this work being to design a control algorithm that can
easily be applied to a wide range of drones, the question of defining a plant model
is important. Indeed the risk of working with a model is to be too specific and
lose the generality that is key to this project, even though it would allow much
more elaborate control strategies. However, the constraint of working with a wide
range of drones does not completely exclude the possibility to define a model, that
can be generic and simple enough so as to be easily transposed to any drone, with
little tuning. Even though drones are complex systems at the lowest levels, they
are effectively controlled by flight controllers that make sure that the drone velocity
reaches the velocity command in a given time, with an overshoot and rise time that
usually can be tuned by the user. Therefore the complex lower level dynamics of
the drone are made simpler at the highest level by properly tuned flight controllers:
a highly coupled MIMO system whose control inputs are the rotational speeds of
the n motors the drone is equipped with becomes a decoupled MIMO system whose
control inputs are the drone speeds along its three axis as well as its yaw rate.
Under the hypothesis that flight controllers are properly tuned, one can therefore
assume that a drone dynamics can be approximated by a set of lower order SISO
systems.
What should be modelled In order to implement model based feedforward
control, a model of the drone is needed. Three different models could be defined:
1. Vertical velocity: the control of the velocity along z is the simplest as it is
directly linked to the sum of the thrust forces generated by the propellers.
It is moreover not very problematic in the approach problem as the main
difficulties come from dealing with the horizontal platform movements.
2. Horizontal velocity: this control is more complex than the vertical velocity, as
it relies on two control loops. Indeed in order to generate lateral forces, the
drone has to rotate on its pitch and roll axes, and (at constant thrust), the
angle will directly be linked to the drone’s lateral acceleration. To do so, it
must generate more thrust on one side than on the other. There are therefore
two control loops: one that controls the pitch and roll angles to reach the
velocity, and another that controls the rotors velocities in order to control the
pitch and roll angles.
3. Yaw rate: to control the yaw rate, the flight controller must control the difference in the rotational velocities of the propellers rotating clockwise and
those rotating anti-clockwise so as to generate a vertical torque. This degree
of freedom is not used in this work as we mostly work in R1 and the drone’s
yaw is set to be constant in R0 (mostly so that it is easier to control from far
away with a remote controller in case of emergencies).
Based on these observations, there does not seem to be any added value to
developing a model for the vertical velocity as well as the yaw rate, as they are not
the problematic DOFs in the approach problem.
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Horizontal velocity model In order to define a model for the horizontal velocity
control performed by flight controllers, an empirical method was used. Indeed,
writing down the equations that define the dynamics of a drone as well as those
that define the dynamics of the flight controller would mean getting really specific
and adding a lot of complexities, while the previous discussion has shown that
the high level control performed by the flight controller must lead to fairly simple
dynamics.
To define the empirical model, some measurements were performed in the drone
simulator. Field trials could have been ran, but outside the drone is exposed to
a lot of disturbances, and the measurement accuracy would heavily rely on the
available sensor as well as noise. On the other hand, the simulator is designed to
be physically close to reality (the actual flight controller control loops are ran and
the simulation goes down to the propellers’ thrust), and the measurements can be
perfect (no noise, error, or delay).
Velocity commands were set as step inputs, and the actual absolute velocity was
measured. Then Matlab system identification tool was used to estimate a model
that fitted the data. Different models were considered, from the simplest first order
model to highest order systems having up to two poles and two zeros. The results
are described in ascending order of complexity in table 1.
Table 1: The results of Matlab’s system identification tool with linear models of
ascending complexities
# poles

# zeros

Fit (%)

TF

1

0

82

0.97
s+0.97

1

1

82

−0.07s+0.97
s+0.97

2

0

82

0.37
s2 +2.7s+0.37

2

1

87

0.11s−5.6·10−5
s2 +0.10s+1.3·10−8

While the three first models seem to provide the same quality of estimation, the
last one seems to be slightly better. This result must be handled with care, as this
kind of identification process can lead to overfitting if a lot of degrees of freedom are
given. Here the fact that the three first models lead to the same quality must be a
warning that this is what happened with the last model. Another indication can be
seen on figure 13: the system identified with 2 poles and 1 zero does not behave as
expected when the input changes (on the validation sample), while it fitted almost
perfectly the estimation sample.
Therefore the fourth model can be ruled out. The three other models all performed the same in the fit test (residuals), but have different complexities. This
means that the first order model can approximate the dynamics of a drone controlled with a flight controller, as good as more complex models (on the basis of
the step response that was studied). Even though the approximation is far from
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Figure 13: Estimated model with 2 poles and 1 zero compared to estimation sample
(left) and to validation sample (right)
perfect, it provides a good estimation of the rise time, which is a core element of
the complete dynamics. It also performs well on the validation sample, as can be
seen on figure 14.

Figure 14: Estimated first order model compared to estimation sample (left) and
to validation sample (right)
The first order model from table 1 is therefore chosen as a reference model for
the developments of this work.
It is interesting to note that such a simple model can easily be tuned by the
end user to make it better match his/her drone, so the response time of the model
acts as a tunable parameter. Indeed, considering that there is no static error in the
velocity control, there is only one parameter left to define the model which is its
time constant. This time constant is easy to estimate with a few measurements,
which means that using this model should not lead to a loss of generality in the
control algorithm. It should however be handled with care as it leaves part of the
drone’s dynamics unaccounted for, and the question of the robustness of the control
algorithm must be kept in head during the developments.
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3

Results

3.1

Pitch and roll compensation

The transformation of the existing EKF to make it compensate for the pitch and
roll movements of the ground system was performed and tested in two steps:
1. The EKF model was implemented on Matlab so as to validate the theoretical
concept: a perfect set of inputs (no delay, noise or error) should lead to
perfect results (no variations of the position estimation). Then the Matlab
algorithms were ran on real logs to evaluate how they could perform in an
non-ideal environment.
2. The embedded C++ implementation of the algorithm was written to become
a part of the whole system. This code was first tested in a controlled environment with the test bench (drone system held fixed), and then submitted to
functional tests by checking how it affected the behaviour of the whole system
in flight, and trying to land a drone on the moving 6-axes platform.
3.1.1

Simulation

Ideal conditions By first implementing the algorithms in Matlab, it was possible to start characterizing the solution and think about an architecture for the
implementation. The validation of the algorithm was done by inputting perfect
signals into the algorithm, which led to results such as shown on figure 15. On this
figure, the pitch angle of the platform is kept constant, while the roll angle oscillates
between +/-20° at a frequency of 0.2Hz (a period of 50 samples). The center of
the drone is considered to be at (1000, 1000, 1000)[mm]. As can be expected, the
position estimation on y is the same with or without correction, but there is a clear
difference on the x position estimation. Indeed, without correction, it oscillates in
phase with the roll angle, with an amplitude of ∼ 60cm. On the other hand, no
variations are noticeable when the EKF uses the IMU angles to provide its estimation. A strange behaviour can be noticed during the first 5-10 samples, which can
be explained by the fact that the EKF is a dynamic system, with initial conditions,
so it needs to converge towards its estimation.
This first results confirm the validity of the algorithm and its ability to (theoretically) make the system completely independent of the ground platform pitch
and roll angle variations.
Real logs In order to get an idea of what can be expected from the algorithms
once implemented on an embedded system and executed at runtime in real conditions, it was possible to log some data using the test bench: IMU angle measurements, ultrasonic range measurements, as well as the EKF position estimations
(without compensation). That way the Matlab algorithms could be ran almost as
if they were embedded on LoLaS, and the results compared to the actual position
measurement performed by the embedded EKF. On figure 16, the simulated position estimation using the IMU measurements is compared to the original estimation
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Figure 15: Simulated platform angle and EKF position estimation as a function of
the number of samples (0.1s)
without the angle correction. This figure also shows the actual platform angle variations as measured by the IMU. It shows that the new algorithm is able to attenuate
the impact of the platform oscillations, by a factor of ∼ 70% (the amplitude without
correction is around 25cm and it is less than 10cm after correction).
The gap between the results presented on figure 15, and those presented on
figure 16, are quite important and they may have different causes:
 As explained in the method section, the ultrasonic ranges are measured at
different times in the measurement cycle, and therefore the angle measurement
that is retained for the computation might not be the one at the moment of
the distance measurement. The impact of this effect is however negligible in
our case. Indeed, figure 16 also shows the simulated position estimation when
accounting for this delay, and the performances do not seem to be impacted,
most probably because the movements of the platform are quite slow (5°/s)
relative to the sampling period (100ms).
 The testing conditions are not ideal, and the IMU axes might not be perfectly
aligned with R1 .
 The test bench is a cheap prototype of a six axis platform, and while the
ideal movements were supposed to be pure rotations around the main axes of
R1 , there were also displacements of a few centimeters. These displacements
are not supposed to be compensated in the EKF, and they have to show as
variations of the measured relative position.

With those observations in mind the results presented on figure 16, though not
perfect, seem completely satisfactory, and this justifies spending time and efforts
deploying the algorithms as embedded code in LoLaS.
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Figure 16: Simulated results of the Matlab algorithm running on real logged data
and compared to the corresponding embedded EKF position estimation
3.1.2

Embedded implementation

Once the embedded implementation was functional, it was tested on the same 6-axes
platform used to generate the logs that were ran through the Matlab algorithms.
The results can be seen on figure 17. For those tests, however, a new integration of
the ground system was designed to better integrate the IMU and limit the impact
of its misalignment on the results. Two different trials were made, and the left
graphs are relative to the results with the old EKF, that did not account for the
platform angles, while the right graphs show the results with the improved EKF.
The improvements that come with the new EKF seem very clear, as almost no
variations of the position estimation can be seen. Even though a slight impact might
be observed, it is buried in noise and could be attributed to the causes described
previously. The large movement at the end of the bottom right is due to a bad
manipulation during the acquisition and is not linked to the algorithm performances.
These results are therefore very satisfactory and the embedded implementation can
be validated.
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Figure 17: Simulated results of the embedded algorithm, with and without correction (showing only the position estimation on the x axis).

3.2

Tracking and landing with PID control

The evaluation of the PID solution performances on the task of tracking and landing
on a moving platform were first characterized in a simulation environment, and
were then tested on the field. The first field tests were done with a small rover for
validation, and then with an actual boat. As the task of implementing an algorithm
on an embedded system and making it work in the whole architecture is much more
complex and time consuming than on Matlab, the simulation environment was
extensively used to validate that everything was functional. However, Matlab was
not used to validate anything before implementing the PIDs in C++, as it would
have served no purpose except validating the concept of PID control.
3.2.1

Simulations

No platform disturbance According to the analysis performed in the Method
section, simple proportional control should be enough to stabilize the drone over
the platform when it is static. Figure 18 and 19 display the drone X and Y positions
during the approach of the static platform, as well as the P signal that is generated
to control it. The settings were Kp = 1, Ki = 0 and Kd = 0. These graphs confirm
the analysis that was made, as the drone easily stabilizes above the platform. The
slight overshoot that can be observed on the X axis could easily be controlled by
fine tuning the drone parameters as well as the value of Kp for X and Y.
Translating platform However, as it was demonstrated in the Method section,
simple P control is not enough to allow tracking of a moving platform. Therefore,
in order to test the tracking of a platform moving at 3m/s on the x axis, Ki was
increased to 0.5, and Kp to 2. The derivate component Kd was kept to 0. Figure
22 shows the evolution of the relative position on the x and y axis, and the two
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Figure 18: Relative x and y position of the drone going towards a static platform
with plain PID control

Figure 19: PID signals generated when going towards a static platform with plain
P control
dynamics are quite different. While the position in the longitudinal direction (x
axis) slowly settles towards the setpoint, the position in the lateral direction has a
70% overshoot as well as some oscillations. This can be explained by the fact that
the position control is highly decoupled and the disturbance is focused on one degree
of freedom (x). The analysis of the graphs on figure 21, that shows the evolution
of the PID signals on the x and y axes, also shows how the different components of
the PID interact in both cases. In the longitudinal direction, the P and I part work
well together and the integral component helps attenuate the disturbance while the
P part provides a boost to catchup with the platform. On the other hand, in the
lateral direction, the integral part provides an additional velocity that is not needed
and perturbates the control, as the P controller has to compensate for it when the
system overshoots.
This test shows that PI control is indeed efficient when tracking a platform mov-
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Figure 20: Relative x and y position of the drone going towards a platform moving
at 3m/s with plain PI control

Figure 21: PID signals on the x and y axis of the drone going towards a platform
moving at 3m/s with plain PI control
ing at constant speed in one direction. It also points out what was discussed in the
Method section: the PI controller that allows efficient tracking of such movements
of the platform cannot be used to reach a static platform. The behaviour of the
same PID controller when the platform is fixed is shown on figure 22. The left
graph displays the absolute position of the drone relative to the platform fixed at
the origin, and clearly shows that the performances of the PI controller in this case
are not good at all, while they were correct when the platform was moving.
The conclusion of these test is that somehow the controllers should be adapted
to the disturbance. With plain P control, the controller is not able to attenuate the
disturbance, while a PI controller does it effectively. However, the PI controller leads
to undesirable behaviour in the absence of a disturbance. These results corroborate
the analysis that was made in the Method section, and the implementation of a
trajectory planner and a feedforward controller seem to be a first step towards a
complete solution.
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Figure 22: Absolute XY position of the drone (platform is in (0,0)), and PID
commands on the Y axis when going towards a static platform with plain PI control
3.2.2

On the field

Even though the previous tests clearly stated the limitations of plain PID control,
it did not totally rule out the possibility to use it to land on a mobile platforms.
Because there was the possibility to run actual field tests on a boat at a specific
time in this work, those PIDs were implemented and the control was adapted to
compensate for the issues described above.
Because in the boat reference frame the velocity is mostly directed in the forward direction, the ground platform axes were aligned with the boat longitudinal
and lateral axes, and two different PIDs were defined for the X and Y axes. The
controller for the X axis was a PI controller such as previously, as most of the disturbance would be directed on this axis. Another PI controller was defined for the
Y axis, but the parameters were halved to make them less sensitive. This configuration was quickly tested in the simulator as well as on a rover, so as to validate
by sight that it performed correctly, as well as to find the correct set of parameters
for the hexacopter used for the tests. Finally more extensive tests were ran on an
actual boat sailing on calm waters.
Test plan The test plan was as described in table 2, and every landing attempt
was successful. Some tests were ran multiple times. The vehicle was a 6m long boat
used by the french military forces. The tests performed with oscillations were done
in order to check that the drone did not lose the boat and could follow it until an
appropriate window was found to land. If the drone managed to follow and then
land, then the test was considered successful (landing on a boat with erratic moves
was not compulsory).
These tests showed that simple PID control with some slight adaptations was
enough to be able to land on a boat up to velocities of 15km/h (8kt), which was one
of the goals of this work. However landing at higher velocities was not attempted
because of the limited available area for sailing the boat, and so as not to risk losing
the drone in the sea in case of a failed attempt.
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Table 2: The test plan that was led on the boat. All the tests were ran at least two
times.
Test#
1
2
3
4
5

Velocity (kt) Oscillations Success
4
No
Yes
6
No
Yes
6
Yes
Yes
8
No
Yes
8
Yes
Yes

Results The graphs shown on figures 23 and 24 both show the absolute positions
of the boat and the drone during the two trials ran at 6kt (the boat speed actually
varied between 3-4m/s). While the performances were satisfying, as the drone
stayed within a few meters of the center of the base, the precision of the tracking,
and therefore the ability to land efficiently, seemed to be impacted by undesired
lateral oscillations, as can be noticed on the trajectory presented in the top-left
graphs of figures 23 and 24. The analysis of this behaviour led to the conclusion
that the drone yaw angle measured by LoLaS was sometimes quite different from the
real value. This is very troublesome because every yaw error impacts the velocity
command direction in space, as it is computed in R1 but has to be transformed
into the drone’s own body frame to be understood by the flight controller. The
source of this error was identified but it was impossible to fix it before the end of
this work.
However this means that the performances of the PID controller in the boat
tests can only be better and more stable.

Figure 23: Boat tracking and decking results at intermediate speeds (3-4m/s)
Even though those tests were successful, they needed a lot of care and setup.
Indeed the drone had to be brought over the static boat manually (using a radio
controller), before activating the landing algorithm shortly after starting the boat.
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Figure 24: Boat tracking and decking results at intermediate speeds (3-4m/s) with
numerous changes in heading
The tracking performances with the boat oscillating were satisfying, but obviously not as good as the performances with the boat going straight. Because the
PIDs and the measurement process induce a phase delay by design (they have no
foresight on the future), the drone can only adapt to the oscillations of the boat
with some delay, leading to possibly poor tracking performances when the boat is
not going straight.

3.3
3.3.1

Tracking with trajectory planner and model based feedforward
Matlab simulations

Static platform Evaluating the control performance of the association of a trajectory planner with a feedforward and a PID could first be done by seeing how
it behave without platform disturbance. Figure 25 shows how the system evolves
towards the destination point, by following the trajectory reference. The tracking
is very effective, which could be expected as the simulated model is the same as
the one on which the feedforward is based. Therefore, the feedforward is the exact
inverse of the plant, and no feedback is required. The fact that there still is some
feedback signal and tracking error can be explained by the fact that the simulation
was performed in discrete time with 100ms sample time to be closer to reality.
In order to anticipate the behaviour of the system on other types of drones, and
get a real idea of the potential benefits of this control structure, it is important
to study how it behaves when the plant model varies, while the feedforward model
stays the same. On figure 26 and figure 27, the single pole of the plant is varied
relative to the reference model, respectively by 50% or 130% of the initial value. In
both cases the system stays stable, but the control seems more difficult for slower
systems (lower poles) than for the faster one. Indeed the feedback velocity varies
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Figure 25: Position of the drone relative to a fixed platform. The pole of the
simulated plant is the same as the one considered for the feedforward
a lot, with an amplitude of 2m/s, so as to make the drone follow the reference
trajectory.

Figure 26: Position of the drone relative to a fixed platform. The pole of the
simulated plant was 50% smaller than the pole of the model considered for the
feedforward
The sensibility of the control algorithm to other disturbances such as measurement noise and delay was also tested. Some results are presented on figure 28,
where a high level of white noise (700mm amplitude) was added to the position
measurement, as well as a delay of 0.5s (5 samples). Even though the impact on
the control performance is clear, it is interesting to note that this does not generate
instabilities and the control is still effective.
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Figure 27: Position of the drone relative to a fixed platform. The pole of the
simulated plant was 30% higher than the pole of the model considered for the
feedforward

Figure 28: Position of the drone relative to a fixed platform. The pole of the plant
is the same as for the feedforward but noise and delay (0.5s) in the measurement
were added)
Translating platform The performances of the control algorithm with a dynamic platform were first simulated with translations of the platform at 3m/s
(11km/h). The results were satisfying as no instability was observed and the perturbation was completely attenuated by the algorithm. Moreover the approach is
smooth, and even though the tracking error peaks at 2m at one point, it is quickly
converging to 0 which is what should be expected in such simulations. Because of
the perfect dimension of these simulations, testing at larger velocities would not
provide much more information on the control performance.
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Figure 29: Relative trajectories of the platform and the drone, as well as the relative
positions in R1 , and the relative distance with the platform moving straight at
constant speed.
Oscillating platform In order to further simulate the control performance, a
periodic disturbance on the Y axis was a added to the constant disturbance on
the X axis. Even though the responses could theoretically be decoupled because
no coupling was considered in the model, this allowed to simulate a more complex
situation closer to reality than going forward at constant speed. Two tests were
ran at two different translational velocities figure 30 plots the results for a velocity
of 2m/s, while figure 31 shows the results for a velocity of 4m/s. The oscillation
amplitude was 10m with a period of 20s in both simulations. The results were
convincing as the simulated drone managed to catchup with the platform on its
trajectory in a smooth and stable way in both case, even though it was initially
placed far away from the platform (which would have led to uncertain behaviour
with plain P or PI controller). Moreover, even though the tracking error gets close
to 5m in the worst case, it is quickly attenuated and oscillates with an amplitude
of approximately 1m.
While theses tests on Matlab were useful to validate the global performances of
the algorithm and what could be broadly expected, this kind of simulation could not
provide much more knowledge on the real control performances, and it was therefore
not pertinent to extensively test different velocities, oscillation frequencies and other
parameters.
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Figure 30: Relative trajectories of the platform and the drone, as well as the relative
positions in R1 , and the relative distance. 1.5m/s translation, 10m amplitude with
20s period.

Figure 31: Relative trajectories of the platform and the drone, as well as the relative
positions in R1 , and the relative distance. 4m/s translation, 10m amplitude with
20s period.
3.3.2

Gazebo simulations

As a next step after Matlab simulations, an embedded implementation of the trajectory Planner + FeedForward + PID solution was developed. It was tested on
the physics simulator based on Gazebo. The first validation trials were ran on a
fixed platform, before moving on to a dynamic platform and evaluate the ability of
the solution to approach and hover over a moving vehicle. The dynamic study will
first consider the case of a translating platform, and then lateral oscillations will be
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added.
Static platform Some results of the tests on a static platform are presented
on figure 32. This figure displays what is happening on the X-axis, both from
the position point of view (the measured position and the trajectory reference are
plotted), than the velocity inputs (the PID output is displayed along with the
feedforward velocity). The PID parameters were: Kp = 1, Ki = 0.1, Kd = 0.

Figure 32: Simulated drone position, trajectory reference, as well as velocity inputs
along the X-axis with a static platform
The trajectory following is satisfactory as the error is well below 50cm, and is
already close to 0 (less than 10cm) when nearing the end of the trajectory, with a
small overshoot. Moreover the feedforward and the PID work together as expected
and the induced velocity is not too large, or erratic, which is very important to
check before considering outdoor applications. It is interesting to see how the work
is split between the feedforward and the PID. Indeed, without feedforward, the
PID would have had to generate all the velocity command by itself on the basis of
the measured position error. Here, most of the velocity input is generated by the
feedforward (which can be seen as a first approximation of the necessary command),
leaving room for the PID to work more finely to adjust the command to the real
drone.
The general behaviour that could be observed was as expected, with smooth
acceleration and braking phases allowing a safer and nicer approach of the landing
point.
Compared to the Matlab simulations, this test provided a better understanding
of the robustness of the algorithm when it came to variations in the plant model.
Indeed, even though the drone simulated in Gazebo is the one that was considered
to establish the simple model used to design the feedforward controller, its dynamics
are more complex than the first order model that was considered, and also much
closer to reality. The fact that the position control behaves properly is a first
indication of its ability to work with different drones.
For comparison, figure 33 shows the behaviour of the system with the same
PIDs but with no feedforward (on the right), and without trajectory planner (and
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no therefore no feedforward, on the left). The positive impact of the trajectory
planner is very clear, and so is it for the feedforward, that really helps the position
fit the trajectory reference and eliminate oscillations and overshoots.

Figure 33: Absolute position of the drone without trajectory planner (left), and
absolute Y position of the drone without feedforward, for of a static platform

Translating platform The performances of the approach and tracking of a platform with constant linear velocity are presented on figures 34, 35 and 36. The
absolute positions of the platform and the drone are plotted on figure 34, while
their relative positions and the trajectory references are showed on figure 35. Figure 36 displays the different velocity commands that are generated thanks to the
PID and the feedforward. The platform velocity was 3m/s (around 11km/h).
As can be seen, the tracking performance is efficient, with a positioning error
that is well below 50cm after less than 10s. Moreover, the smooth trajectory lets
the drone start catching up with the platform smoothly, which leaves time for the
PID controller to build up and compensate for the linear disturbance. Indeed, as
can be seen on figure 36, the feedforward controller provides a velocity command
at the very beginning, while the PID would have taken a few seconds to generate
enough input for the drone to start going towards the platform. then the PID
controller settles around the relevant velocity (3m/s on X and 0m/s on Y) while
the feedforward has finished its job. This is very critical as the risk of the drone
taking too much time to react and getting out of range of LoLaS (about 20m) is
real, even at lower velocities.
These simulations already highlight the positive impact that would have further
developments of the feedforward controller, especially by using ground inertial data,
such as the platform velocity or acceleration. This would directly be a measurement
of the perturbation, and the feedforward would be able to unburden the PID even
more than it already does.
Oscillating platform By adding lateral oscillations to the previous test, it is
possible to evaluate how the control algorithm will be able to attenuate different
types of disturbance (constant and periodic) on two directions at the same time.
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Figure 34: Simulated drone and platform absolute positions (X and Y) when exposed to platform translations

Figure 35: Simulated drone relative position and trajectory reference (X and Y)
when exposed to platform translations
The absolute positions of the platform and the drone are plotted on figure 37, while
their relative positions and the trajectory references are showed on figure 38. Figure
39 displays the different velocity commands that are generated thanks to the PID
and the feedforward. The translational velocity was 3m/s, and the oscillation period
20s with and amplitude of 10m.
The tracking performance seems less efficient than it was with pure translations of the platform. Indeed, while the behaviour in the longitudinal (translation
direction) is very similar, the lateral tracking error oscillates between +/-1m.
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Figure 36: Simulated drone PID and feedforward velocity commands when exposed
to platform translations

Figure 37: Simulated drone and platform absolute positions (X and Y) when exposed to platform translations and lateral oscillations

Figure 38: Simulated drone relative position and trajectory reference (Y axis) when
exposed to platform translations and lateral oscillations
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Figure 39: Simulated drone PID and feedforward velocity commands when exposed
to platform translations and lateral oscillations
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4

Conclusions and possible improvements

Some first developments of generic landing control algorithms to be used with relative positioning technologies has been laid out in this work. The possibility to
develop an algorithm that could interface with any flight controller for any drone,
and that provides an easy to use landing solution for fixed and mobile platforms
was discussed.
While these constraints have narrowed the field of possibilities down, the results
showed that it is possible to reach interesting performances with basic concepts
such as PIDs, feedforward control and trajectory planning. The landing of a 2kg
hexacopter on a boat travelling at 15km/h was achieved using plain PID control and
LoLaS as the unique position reference. Moreover, new algorithms were simulated,
with positive impacts on the simulated general behaviour of the approach phase.
On the basis of these observations and results, one could rightfully believe that
even better performances could be achieved by integrating more sensors, improving
the existing ones, and developing more powerful and efficient control algorithms.
Using inertial and position measurements of the ground vehicle in a feedforward
controller could drastically improve the tracking and landing performances. One
would generally say that any data that can provide foresight on the disturbances
would be beneficial to the system designed in this work.
Moreover, further developments of LoLaS position estimation could be of great
help. The integration of an IMU in the drone system might provide more accuracy
and a higher measurement frequency. It could also be used to estimate the drone
relative velocity along with its relative position, which could be another useful input
for the control algorithms.
Adaptive control might also be an interesting field to study. The algorithms
would be able to adapt to a variety of drones by themselves, with potentially no
loss of generality. Therefore the control logic could be more complex with hidden
parameters that the user would not have to tune.
Such versatile, critical and complex tasks as tracking and landing on mobile
platforms and in difficult environments can only be properly achieved thanks to the
association of a large variety of technologies, from sensors to control algorithms,
and this work’s ambition was to be a first layer to be built upon by further developments of LoLaS, the integration of new sensors, or the development of better
control algorithms. The results that were obtained are good signs that this is indeed
possible, and that the ambition of developing a solution that is highly adaptable,
easy to use, and that can fit a large range of use cases does not make it impossible.
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